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MIMO OTA Testing in Small Multi-Probe Anechoic Chamber Setups

Inés Cartón Llorente, Wei Fan, Gert F. Pedersen

Abstract—Over the Air (OTA) testing of MIMO capable terminals is often performed in large anechoic chambers, where planar waves impinging the test area are assumed. Furthermore, reflections from the chamber, and probe coupling are often considered negligible due to the large dimensions of the chamber. This paper investigates the feasibility of reducing the physical dimension of 2D multi-probe anechoic chamber setups for MIMO OTA testing, with the purpose of reducing the cost and space of the setup. In the paper, a channel emulation algorithm and chamber compensation technique are proposed for MIMO OTA testing in small anechoic chambers. The performance deterioration in a small anechoic chamber, i.e., with a ring radius of 0.5 m, is demonstrated via simulations.

Index Terms—Channel Emulation, MIMO OTA testing, small multi-probe anechoic chamber setup, test area sampling.

I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of Over the Air (OTA) testing is to assess the performance of wireless devices including antenna performance. MIMO capable devices should be tested under realistic channel conditions, so that its true performance is assessed. The multi-probe anechoic chamber (MPAC) method is a promising solution to achieve this. In this method, a number of source antennas, referred to as probe antennas, are placed inside an anechoic chamber surrounding the Device Under Test (DUT). Through the use of a channel emulator connected to the probe antennas, various spatial channels can be created [1]. The main disadvantage of the MPAC method is its cost. A sufficient number of probe antennas is required to accurately emulate the channel, which leads to costly designs [2]. In addition, the radius of the ring where the probes are placed is typically assumed to be sufficiently large so that waves radiated from the probe antennas are planar in the test area. Typical ring radius in practical OTA setups reported in the literature is, for example, 2 m in Aalborg University and ETS-Lindgren setups, to name a few [3]. A large multi-probe setup and consequently a large anechoic chamber are often cost-prohibitive.

There is an increasing interest from the industry to have a cost-effective MPAC setup by building a space-saving, flexible and portable system. An attempt in this direction is the commercial solution in [4] with a ring radius of 1.2 m. A compact and portable system is advantageous because laboratory space is often valuable and limited. Methods to reduce the physical dimensions of MPAC setups used for MIMO OTA testing while still accurately emulating desired radio channels are highly desirable. As the size of the setup is reduced, the waves radiated from the probe antennas become spherical. Furthermore, reflections and probe coupling might become a concern. The measurement uncertainty increases with probe coupling as demonstrated in [5]. Results in [6] indicate that reflections from the chamber significantly affect the quality of the quiet zone in small setups. This paper investigates such effects on the channel emulation accuracy in small MPAC setups. We refer to “small” MPAC setups as those where the radiated waves cannot be considered planar.

One of the major challenges in OTA testing is to emulate the desired environment by controlling the signals radiated from the probes. The Prefaded Signals Synthesis (PFS) technique is one of the channel emulation techniques that has gained popularity in commercial products [1]. The PFS technique aims at reproducing Geometrically Based Stochastic Channel (GBSC) models, by transmitting prefaded signals with specific power weights from the probes [1]. For the PFS technique, it is typically assumed that the signals have planar wavefront. However, this assumption might not be valid in small MPAC setups. Paper [7] provides theoretical errors due to the proximity between the DUT and the probes, yet channel emulation was not addressed. In this paper, we revise the PFS technique and propose a new way to sample the test zone appropriate for chambers of any size.

The main contribution of this paper is to study the feasibility of emulating GBSC models using the PFS method in small MPAC setups for MIMO OTA testing. To enable this, we have investigated different aspects:

- A method for channel emulation in small MPAC setups using the PFS technique is proposed in Section II. This includes novel methods to sample the test area that take into account the spherical wave effect and are suitable for chambers of arbitrary sizes.
- A chamber compensation technique is proposed to minimize reflections and probe coupling in MPAC setups.
- Channel emulation accuracy deterioration due to spherical waves, reflections and coupling in small MPACs are shown in Section IV, along with simulations validating the previous contributions for different channel models.

II. CHANNEL EMULATION IN SMALL MPAC SETUPS

The main contributions of this part lies in two aspects: an extension of the PFS technique and a novel test area sampling method to make the PFS technique suitable for chambers of arbitrary size. GBSC models specify a continuous Power Angular Spectrum (PAS) at the receiver side. The focus of the PFS technique is to reconstruct the target PAS with a limited number of probes [8].

A. Target Spatial Correlation

The target spatial correlation \( \rho \) between a pair of antennas depends on the target continuous PAS and complex patterns of
the antennas [1]. Since the patterns of the DUT antennas are unknown, they are often assumed to be omnidirectional with a phase difference dependent on the antenna separation [1], [8]. The target correlation is:
\[
\rho = \int_{-\pi}^{\pi} \exp\left(j2\pi d\cos(\alpha)/\lambda\right) P(\phi) \, d\phi
\]
where \(\lambda\) is the carrier wavelength, \(d, \alpha\) are shown in Fig. 1, and \(P(\phi)\) is the target PAS, composed of ideal plane waves [1].

B. Emulated Spatial Correlation

The emulated spatial correlation \(\hat{\rho}\) generated by a limited number of probe antennas \(K\), for ideal MPAC setups is [1]:
\[
\hat{\rho}_{\text{ideal}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} g_k \cdot \exp\left(j2\pi d\cos(\alpha)/\lambda\right)
\]
where \(g_k\) is the power weight for the \(k\)-th probe antenna. The emulated correlation for small chambers should include the phase and gain errors produced by spherical waves [7]:
\[
\hat{\rho}_{\text{small}} = \sum_{k=1}^{K} g_k \cdot F_{k,u} F_{k,v} \exp(j2\pi(d_{k,u} - d_{k,v})/\lambda) \sqrt{\sum_{k=1}^{K} F_{k,u}^2 g_k \cdot \sum_{k=1}^{K} F_{k,v}^2 g_k}
\]
where \(F_{k,u}, F_{k,v}\) are the path loss terms from probe \(k\) to antennas \(u, v\), and \(d_{k,u}, d_{k,v}\) are shown in Fig. 1. Note that (2) is a special case of (3) with the probes placed sufficiently far.

C. Objective Function

The objective is to obtain the probe weights \(g = \{g_k\}, g_k \in [0,1]\) with \(k = 1, \ldots, K\), to minimize the error between the target spatial correlation \(\rho = \{\rho_1, \ldots, \rho_M\}\) and the emulated spatial correlation \(\hat{\rho} = \{\hat{\rho}_1, \ldots, \hat{\rho}_M\}\) over \(M\) antenna pairs [8]:
\[
\min_g |\rho - \hat{\rho}_{\text{small}}(g)|^2
\]
where \(g\) is obtained by applying convex optimization to (4) [8].

D. Test Area Sampling

In ideal MPAC setups, \(M\) antenna pairs are selected to sample the test area as opposite points on circles of different radius [8] as shown in Fig. 2 (left). However, the selected antenna pairs are always symmetric with respect to the center, which is not representative of the test area samples in small setups, as demonstrated in Section IV. Instead, the test area should be sampled by pairs of antennas that represent all possible locations of the DUT antennas, so that spherical wave effects are taken into account. Two sampling methods are proposed in this paper, namely random pairing and deterministic grid pairing, illustrated in Fig. 2. The former consists on pairing antennas randomly placed inside the test area. In the later, the antennas are located on a square grid covering the test area and combinations of any two samples are paired.

III. CHAMBER COMPENSATION TECHNIQUE

In this section, we consider the case where the system is no longer ideal, i.e., reflections and coupling between the probes affect channel emulation. In this case, the field within the test area includes both the desired signals from the probes and the undesired signals caused by reflections and coupling between the probes. By identifying the strength and direction of the undesired paths, we can build a chamber model that can be pre-compensated to reduce undesired signals in the channel emulation stage. We assume that the dominant sources of error are reflections and coupling between the probes, whereas coupling between the probes and the DUT is considered negligible. The proposed technique is inspired by the work in [9], where the goal was to compensate near-field effects and scattering contributions from neighboring probes.

A. Chamber Model

An antenna with an omnidirectional pattern, e.g., a calibration dipole, can be used to create the chamber model. The calibration antenna is swept over \(P\) positions on a circle of radius \(r\) equal to the target test area radius \(r\), as shown in Fig. 3, to identify the incoming direction of undesired and desired paths. The minimum number of calibrating positions required is \(P = K\). The \(S_{21}\) is measured using a network analyzer for each antenna position with each probe antenna active at a time, leading to the chamber model \(S\) which is a complex matrix of size \(P \times K\). Note that the reflection coefficient is frequency dependent. Therefore, the chamber model needs to be measured for each frequency band to be tested.

B. Compensation Technique

Knowing the geometric position of the probe antennas and the calibration antenna, the target field \(T \in \mathbb{C}^P\) for each active probe antenna can be calculated. The goal is to calculate the weights \(D \in \mathbb{C}^{K \times K}\) that compensate the undesired paths in \(S\), while maintaining the desired (target) ones:
\[
S \cdot D = T
\]
Fig. 3. MPAC setup including chamber compensation. K probe antennas are placed on a ring of radius $R$, surrounding the test area of radius $r$. The DUT would be placed in the center of the chamber since its antennas must be within the test area during performance testing. A reflection produced by the ring, incoming from in between two probes due to probe 1 being active is shown.

Using the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, (5) is solved as:

$$D = (S^H S)^{-1} S^H T$$

(6)

where $(\cdot)^H$ is the hermitian transpose. Note that both the target field and the measured field include the spherical wave effect. The procedure would minimize reflections and coupling on the azimuth plane only. Reflections from other elevation angles are assumed to be negligible, as absorbers would be placed on the walls in practical setups. Fig. 3 shows the idea of the chamber compensation in a MPAC setup.

For a single cluster, the spatial channel characteristics are achieved by weighting the coefficients with the optimized weights $\sqrt{g}$ [1]. To compensate for undesired effects in the chamber, we multiply the channel coefficients $h_k(t)$ by matrix $D$, obtaining the compensated coefficients $\hat{h}_k(t)$:

$$\hat{h}_k(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{K} D_{k,n} \cdot h_n(t)$$

(7)

where $D_{k,n}$ corresponds to the element in row $k$ and column $n$ of matrix $D$. The compensated channel coefficients are a linear combination of the original ones. For channel models composed by multiple clusters, each cluster is emulated individually and independently [8]. The chamber compensation technique is applied to each cluster independently as well.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the following results, a small MPAC setup with ring radius 0.5 m and a test area of diameter 0.2 m is considered.

A. Validation of Test Area Sampling Methods

We use the deviation between the target spatial correlation calculated from an ideal PAS, i.e., using (1), and the simulated correlation for the same PAS in a small chamber. The deviation depends on the location of the pair antennas and the target PAS [7]. Table I shows the deviation for four representative PASs. Note that the error is exclusively caused by spherical wave effect. The method proposed in [8] fails to represent the actual error over the test area. On the other hand, the other two methods proposed in this paper are more suitable. Both methods achieve similar results, yet the grid pairing has the advantage of being deterministic.

B. Spherical Wave Effect

Fig. 4 shows the RMS deviation as a function of the ring radius R for two representative frequencies: 751 MHz and 2655 MHz, central frequencies of LTE bands 13 and 7. The error is caused only by the spherical wave effect, i.e., $K = \infty$. The emulation error due to a limited number of probes is not present. The error produced by the spherical wave effect decreases as R increases, as expected. The error for $R = 0.5$ m is below 0.1 for both frequencies. Fig. 5 demonstrates the impact of using a small anechoic chamber and limited number of probes on channel emulation accuracy. The curve labeled as $K = \infty$, $R = 0.5$ m represents the error due to the spherical wave effect. On the other hand, the curves labeled with $R = \infty$ show the emulation error due to the limited number of probes in an ideal setup. As we can see, the improvement of using a larger anechoic chamber generally diminishes as frequency increases for $K = 8$ and $K = 16$. This is because the test area increases with respect to the wavelength, causing the emulation accuracy to deteriorate regardless of the chamber size [2]. With $K = 8$, the emulation accuracy in terms of RMS error in an ideal setup ($R = \infty$) improves around 0.064 at 751 MHz and 0.01 at 2655 MHz, compared to results in a setup with $R = 0.5$ m. With $K = 16$, the improvement is 0.064 at 751 MHz and 0.08 at 2655 MHz.

C. Validation of the Chamber Compensation Technique

We will use the example shown in Fig. 3, where an undesired reflection exists when probe 1 is active. Fig. 6 shows the amplitude of the target field $T$, distorted field $S$, and compensated field for only probe 1 active. The target field has spherical wave front due to the small size of the chamber. Due to the reflection, the field within the test area is distorted,
Target, K = ∞, R = ∞
Small chamber, K = ∞, R = 0.5 m
Compensated, K = 16, R = 0.5 m
Not compensated, K = 16, R = ∞

In this paper, we have investigated the feasibility of channel emulation in a small MPAC setup with the purpose of decreasing the cost of such setups and saving space. A OTA ring with radius R = 0.5 m has been considered in the simulations, which is less than half the size of other reported setups in the literature. Simulation results demonstrated that the error caused by the spherical wave effect is slightly worse for a chamber with R = 0.5 m compared to that with R = 2.5 m. Moreover, the emulation error caused by the use of a limited number of probes becomes dominant as the frequency increases, regardless of the ring size. Finally, we demonstrated that the proposed compensation technique can effectively minimize undesired effects such as reflections or coupling that might exist in small anechoic chambers. A spatial correlation error values below 0.1 is achieved using K = 16 probes when a strong reflection exists.

Some logic extensions could follow the work presented in this paper. The compensation technique was proposed for a 2D setup, yet in principle it would be applicable to a 3D setup as well. Throughout this paper, we have considered a RMS deviation up to 0.1 in the spatial correlation as a measure. However, it would be of interest to see the effect of the chamber size on other parameters, e.g., channel capacity. Furthermore, many practical aspects have been left for further study, e.g., design of the probe antennas, chamber design, measurement uncertainty levels in small MPAC setups, etc.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
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